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To understand the motivation and conduct of 


















An Agenda for Peace (1992)
“The deployment of a United Nations presence in the 
field, hitherto with the consent of all the parties 
concerned normally involving United Nations military 
an/or police personnel and frequently civilians, as 
well.”
preventive diplomacy  Æ peacemaking Æ peacekeeping Æ peacebuilding
Historical Dynamics
Legal Authority of the UN Charter
Chapter VI 
“ Pacific Settlement of Disputes” 
z UNSC may recommend 
measures, to include use of 
military forces as a method of 
adjustment art. 36
z UNSC may recommend 
measures, to include use of 
military forces as either a 
method or term of settlement
art. 38
No reference to operations
Chapter VII 
“Threats to / Breaches of Peace”
z UNSC may recommend 
action, to include use of 
military forces, to maintain or 
restore peace and security
art. 39
z UNSC may direct a combined 
international enforcement 
action with national contingents 
made available to it. arts. 42-45
Progression of policy options
Evolutionary Dynamics
GENERATIONS











1. United Nations Security 
Council (UNSC) 
authorization
2. UN-appointed commander / 
voluntary troops
3. Consent of parties
4. After political settlement
5. Impartial forces












Evolutionary Trends in Peacekeeping
z International to internal
z Limited to wide-ranging tasks
z Shifting investment
z State willingness to contribute troops







normalization – a point in which outside intervention is 
not needed, the government and economy are self-
sustaining, and state behavior (internal and 
external) is within accepted norms
Post-conflict Pillars
1. security
2. justice and reconciliation
3. social and economic well-being
4. governance and participation 
POST GFAP END STATE































































Fight Against Crime & Corruption
OHR
Source: SFOR, 2002


































































































z Control of Belligerents 
z Territorial Security 
z Protection of Populace 
z Protection of Key Individuals, 
Infrastructure, and Institutions 
z Reform of Local Security Institutions 
z Regional Security
Frameworks Discussion
z Do conflicts go through 
“life cycles”?
z What does a post-
conflict environment 
look like?




z How do we know what 









z Use of Force
z Credibility














































Military-civilian Issues in Peacekeeping 
by Categories of Civilians
Military 
professionalism 
– or good 
conduct
Cultural 
differences – or 




– or institutional 
equilibrium in 



























z When to intervene?
z Where to intervene?
z Does it matter?
$5Rwanda














Ranking Military and Civilian Police Contributors 
to UN Peace Operations 31-Mar-04
March 2004 UN Levels
Operational Level
Coordination Dynamics
Perspectives on Humanitarian 
Emergency Response
Mission shifts back to 
development
Stability Æ military withdrawal
International assistance arrives
Seek to maintain independence
Concern about military footprint
Secure conditions enable relief, 
use of military assets
Military deploys – priority 
‘security/force protection’
Seeks to coordinate NGOs
Assists in reconstruction careful 
not to foster civilian dependence.
Conditions affect assistance; 
switch from development to relief
Situation deteriorates Æ




Davidson, LW et al. (1996) Humanitarian and Peace Operations: NGOs and the 
Military in the Interagency Process.  Washington, DC: NDU, p. 26 (modified)
Coordination





















Thomas and Castro, “Organizational Behavior,” in Britt and Adler (eds.) The 











Relevance of peacekeeping 
to identity, job, career





Military qualificationsT. Britt in Britt and Adler Psychology of Peacekeeping
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